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A guided tour to the occult and esoteric worlds from a beloved author and scholarFor over 30
years Lon Milo DuQuette has written incisively about the tarot, magick, Qabalah, and divination
and provided introductory material for the most renowned authors on these topics, such as
Aleister Crowley, Israel Regardie, John Dee, Frater Achad, Rodney Orpheus, H. P. Lovecraft,
Phyllis Seckler, John Michael Greer, Susan Montag, Donald Michael Kraig, and many
others.Considered as a whole this collection of writings provides an invaluable introduction to
many aspects and personalities of the occult and esoteric worlds by one of the foremost
authorities on such arcane subjects.Collected here are Lon’s best writings, each crafted with an
eye toward the importance and immortality of the work with his studied insight and scholarship,
along with his renowned sense of humor.

"Occult writer and teacher Lon Milo DuQuette shines in this delightful collection of 'literary
appetizers' comprising more than two dozen essays he originally wrote as the introductions to
books on the occult. These writings sketch the broad outlines of core ideas within Western
magical thought, including the practices of Enochian magic, Masonry, Qabalah, Tarot, and
Thelema. DuQuette’s enthusiastic recommendations and heartfelt analyses will inspire any
reader interested in the occult." -Publishers Weekly― Publishers Weekly --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorLon Milo DuQuette is a bestselling author who lectures
worldwide on such topics as magick, tarot, and the Western Mystery Traditions. He is currently
the US Deputy Grand Master of Ordo Templi Orientis and is on the faculty of the Omega Institute
in Rhinebeck, N.Y. and the Maybe Logic Academy. Visit him at londuquette.com. --This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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thank his“lucky stars”—the immortal luminaries of thefirmament of magical literature for whom
ithas been his honor and privilege to introduce.FOREWORDI am a woman, a priestess, and a
magician. Being a priestess clearly means I am a woman priest. Being a magician and also a
woman is less obvious. It's hard to find a teacher who can talk to a woman magician. I often feel
treated as I am “other,” “outside,” struggling to read myself into the role.Lon Milo DuQuette never
makes me feel like that. I've always had the sense that he is talking directly to me, inviting me
into the fascinating world of magic. His primary purpose as a teacher and a writer is not to
display his knowledge (which is broad and deep) or his magical accomplishments (which are
magnificent) but to open the door so that we can share that knowledge and have those
experiences. He centers not on his own needs as teacher but on the needs of the student. He
shares his knowledge without fuss, laying out study plans that don't skip steps or hold back
secrets but instead make practice possible. His magic is not for himself only; he practices in
order to share. As a writer, a teacher, and a magician, he is generous.His great genius is to make
magic accessible. The esoteric arts have built up over the centuries into bewildering layers of
ideas and systems. The texts, when they are in English at all, are often written in an older form of
the language. Just translating antique ideas into contemporary English is a service in itself. For



example, with all deference to the prophet Aleister Crowley, his prose is as dense as
Shakespeare. It needs an introduction, an explanation of the obscure phrases, a translator. Lon
Milo DuQuette provides that translation.This book is a collection of introductions and prefaces to
books. In these pages, Enochian language, tarot, Qabbalah, geomancy, all seem like keys to
understanding the universe and ourselves. It's clear these studies and practices have changed
Lon's life and his delight shines on every page. Reading the books in this list would constitute a
mighty magical education.Lon excels at introducing other magicians. He is equally at home with
long-dead masters of antiquity and the newest generation of innovators. He has known the most
influential magickians of his lifetime and tells us he is profoundly grateful to the people who
taught him. His mentors, Grady McMurtry and Phyllis Seckler and Israel Regardie, are among
the people who trained directly with Aleister Crowley. They died in his lifetime; Lon is our bridge
to that generation of Thelemites.In these pages he tells the story of his initiation into Ordo Templi
Orientis. As I have come to know Lon directly through my own membership in the order, I have
come to deeply appreciate his lifetime of service. His tireless work has helped to build and
shape O.T.O. into the worldwide magickal order it is today. When Grady and Phyllis picked him to
be their initiate they chose wisely, and we are the beneficiaries.If you have a chance to attend
one of his lectures or classes, jump at it! If you find that you are scheduled against one of his
presentations, you might find your audience sparse indeed. He's a hard act to follow too. I was
once offered a chance to present at a conference in his stead when he had to withdraw because
of a conflict. I said “I'm honored that you thought of me and I'd love to do it. But . . . you know I'm
not funny, right?” Lon is one of those genuinely wise people who also have the gift of humor.
Being able to laugh is one of the keys to success, he says, especially if you can laugh at
yourself.These days Lon is as likely to give a concert as a lecture. From the fiery anthem “Class
Warfare” to the searing indictment “If We Believed” to the crooning lullaby “Sweet Babalon” the
audience sings along. He gives voice to the pains and fears and joys of a magical life. Music
threads through this book, in liner notes for a musical presentation of the tarot, in an address to
an audience about to hear Mozart's The Magic Flute, in the musicality of the prose.In these
introductions to other people's work we get to know Lon through the books and people he loves.
He is exactly the right kind of guru—funny, kind, accessible, stern when severity is called for, and
demanding that the students take responsibility for the learning. Hilarious anecdotes segue into
breathtaking vistas of insight. He is speaking a lived revelation, singing the truth of the soul: the
earth is sunlight incarnate, we are the earth's children, our embodiment is the call to spiritual
awareness that we are all eternal.The best description of Lon Milo DuQuette is his own
description of Donald Michael Kraig.In the final analysis, the only meaningful credential a
magician can present to the world is the magician. Has he or she evolved through the agency of
magic? Is he or she a wiser, more balanced, more disciplined, more enlightened, more
engaged, more self-aware individual? Is the individual a better friend, a better teacher, a better
citizen, a better human being because of his or her involvement in this most personal of spiritual
art forms? Most importantly, does the magician have the ability to laugh at magician?Lon Milo



DuQuette is one of the greatest teachers of our time. In these introductions he shows us the
magician that he is, demonstrating how to embody a magical life. He tells us that he writes the
books he wanted to read. As a woman magician I too am writing the books I needed when I was
starting out. I look to Lon as the exemplar of the writer as teacher; I could not have a better
one.Brandy Williamsauthor of Practical MagicPREFACEI'm a very lucky man. I've endured
seventy-two years in relatively good health. I've always managed to reside with my family in a
part of the universe that is warm, sunny, and relatively safe. I am blessed to be married to
beautiful saint of a wife and father to a brilliant doctor of a son. Month-after-month, year-after-
year I somehow scrape up the rent and put food on the table. The DuQuettes live modestly.
We've never owned a house, a new car, or a credit card. Considering the fact that I am a bit of a
bum, that I possess little ambition, have never made any long-term plans or set any life goals—I
am happy as any human being deserves to be.In 1950 I was lucky when that pain in my hip was
Perthes bone disease and not polio.In 1955, I was lucky to catch the first cultural wave of
dawning rock ‘n’ roll and television.In 1960 I was lucky to be given a guitar.In 1965 I was lucky to
become socially awakened and impelled to involve myself in the peace, and civil rights and
social justice movements.In 1966 I was lucky to be introduced to LSD and the subtle wisdom of
the I Ching and the Tao, and the teachings of Lao Tzu and Buddha, Yogananda, Yogi
Ramacharakra, Ramakrishna, Vivekananda, Alan Watts and Timothy Leary.In 1967 I was lucky
to become so prophetically “inspired” while on LSD that I telephoned Constance in Nebraska
and proposed marriage. (I was profoundly lucky she said “Yes” (though she says the jury's still
out whether or not she was lucky!)In 1969 I was lucky to sign an artist/songwriter recording
contract with Epic Records.In 1971 I was lucky when I accidentally enrolled in the Lee Strasberg
Theatre and Film Institute.1In 1972 I was lucky to be amused and fascinated by writings of
Aleister Crowley.In 1975 I was lucky to meet and be initiated by the aging disciples of Crowley's
magical orders and formally began my study and practice of Western Ceremonial Magick.In
1988 I received a phone call from one of my favorite contemporary authors, Christopher S. Hyatt,
PhD. A year or so earlier I had initiated him into our local lodge of Ordo Templi Orientis in
Newport Beach. He asked if I would care to contribute a chapter to his new book
onWesternTantra.2 I had never thought about writing anything professionally but it felt like
something I might enjoy, so I said “Sure!” I borrowed a friend's word processor and wrote up a
few words that I felt would be appropriate. In 1990 Dr. Hyatt called again and asked if I would be
interested in co-authoring a book with him about the magical and qabalistic aspects of Tarot vis-
a-vis his Jungian theories on the subject. I told him I was completely unqualified to comment
authoritatively and suggested he try someone else. When he asked who? I was hard pressed to
come up with the name of a living authority. It dawned on me in the years I had been blissfully
studying and practicing this stuff most of my personal mentors had died.I said, “Sure!” and for
the next two years Dr. Hyatt and I would write four books together, and I would contribute to a
handful of other books released by the same publisher. Since then, and for the last quarter
century, I've enjoyed wonderful relationships with other fine publishers and have written a



number of books on Magick, Tarot, Qabalah, Freemasonry, indeed, whatever subjects I might
care to write about.Over the years, it has been my good fortune to make the acquaintance of
some of the most talented and important esoteric writers of my generation, some of whom, from
time-to-time, have graciously invited me to contribute introductions or forewords to their books.
For me, this is a great honor and privilege. I take these opportunities very seriously because they
oblige me to do my best to cut to the chase and distill my thoughts on any particular subject and
do it as succinctly as possible. As a literary form, however, such introductory material is often
skimmed over or ignored by the reader who is understandably anxious to get on to the meat of
the text.I was sad to think that these short writings would likely remain the most overlooked of all
my works. So, I especially want to thank the various authors and publishers of the works
represented here for allowing me to share them once again. As the various works span a broad
range of magical subjects and decades of my own evolving understanding and opinions I have
grouped the essays together in the broadest subject categories, fully expecting the reader not to
feel obliged to read the essays in strict order but to jump around as interest and spirit moves. I
am leaving it to the reader's wise use of the Contents page to navigate his or her way around.1 I
had been waiting alone in the lobby of the studio while my friend auditioned. Suddenly, John
Marley, the famed character actor, stuck his head out of a studio door and shouted, “Next!”
“What the hell?” I thought and followed him into the bowels of the studio and he introduced me to
another great character actor, Gerald S. O'Loughlin, who sat me down and asked me in his best
tough New York police detective voice, “So! Why do you wanna be an actah?” “I don't want to be
an actor.” I said. “I just want to be truthful in living my own drama.” I guess that was just the kind of
answer a method acting school was looking for. I was accepted without having to audition.2
Christopher S. Hyatt, PhD, Secrets of Western Tantra. Scottsdale, Arizona: New Falcon
Publications, 1989.PART ONETEACHERS, HEROES AND MENTORSIt isn't often life presents
us with opportunities to properly express our gratitude and admiration to those individuals,
teachers, heroes, and mentors, who for one reason or another have been directly responsible for
shaping the quality of our character or the course of our life's trajectory. I can say without
hesitation that Aleister Crowley (who died a few months before I was born) and Israel Regardie
(who I had the pleasure of meeting and corresponding with) top my list of teachers, heroes, and
mentors. I consider it an example of true magical kismet that my life circumstances have
conspired to allow me to write about some of the very same works that inspired me in my youth;
works that launched me on my fifty-year adventures in magick, writing, and teaching. I feel that it
is profoundly appropriate that I begin this anthology of literary appetizers with my introductory
words to several of the books that first introduced me to magick in general, and the works of
Aleister Crowley in particular.The Tree of LifeA Study in MagicFOREWORD FOR THE 2017
EDITION1But it is only man himself who may tauten the string of the bow.—ISRAEL
REGARDIEMy life is Magick.2 Ultimately, the same can be said of everyone's life for magick in
the truest sense of the word is the mechanism of consciousness, and consciousness is the
nature of existence itself. Such vaporous musing, however profound and accurate, is a rather



obscure way to open a discussion on the theories and practices of modern occultism and not at
all what someone is expecting to hear when they ask you, “What is Magick?”Since the early
1970s when I was first exposed to it as a spiritual art form, magick in its many varieties has been
my passion. This passion soon developed into practice; and mastering the practice continues to
be for me an on-going adventure in self-transformation and self-realization. Magick is my
“Way.”Gradually, over the years, I have been able to share my observations and commentaries
on magical subjects in published platforms and (very late in life) these projects have earned for
me a modest literary career. Frequently, in my capacity as a practitioner and commentator on the
subject of magick, I have the opportunity to travel and discuss my books and hold workshops.
Obviously, I am not a shy person, and on long flights, I enjoy talking to the people seated next to
me on the plane and learning about their lives. They, in turn, inquire about me and what I do, and
I'm always happy to make the attempt.” I write, and I'm flying to ________ to lecture about one of
my books.” “Oh really. What kind of books do you write?” This is when I agonize as how best to
respond. I try to be as truthful as possible but people can be superstitious and fearful and not
everyone will be enriched by exposure to things that disturb them for one reason or another. Why
spoil the few hours we have together? Perhaps it is best to change the subject to pleasant things
in life we have in common, like movies, and food, or bragging about how well our children and
grandchildren are doing. But I almost always take the bait and end up saying something like, “My
newest book is about Magick, tarot cards, and the Hebrew Qabalah.”Dead silence. Blank stare.
Or, if I'm lucky, they change the subject. If I'm not lucky they become actually interested and ask,
“Magick? Oh! That sounds interesting. Tell me about magick.”It's a well-known fact of esoteric
life that there is no such thing as “Magick 101.” Even on a fourteen-hour flight to Beijing it is
impossible to properly introduce anyone to Magick. But do I ever learn? No.After explaining that
Magick with a “k” is not pulling a rabbit out of a hat or sawing a woman in two, I try to start at the
beginning. “Well do you know about the Sumerians?” I might ask. “They were big before the
Egyptians . . . very strange folks, the Sumerians . . . well, they saw everything in life as a hierarchy
of natural forces that they identified (metaphorically) as gods, angels, and demons which they
attempted to influence and control. They organized this unseen population in anal-retentive
detail according to their understanding of elements, planetary spheres, zodiac signs . . . bla bla
bla. . . .You've probably heard of the Egyptian Book of the Dead? Right! Well that was really cool
—sort of a state-of-the-art how-to manual that taught how to actually manipulate frequencies of
consciousness as we pass through phases of the death coma . . . bla bla bla. . . .The Greeks
figured out that existence, time, space and everything, are merely aspects of consciousness . . .
bla bla bla. . . .Then a bunch of very smart Jewish guys (called Qabalists) loved what the Greeks
were doing with numbers and started playing with consciousness in breathtakingly elegant
mathematical terms, and organized infinite amounts of abstract information in perpetually
replicating fractals of alpha-numeric patterns that when observed would explain everything (if we
just look hard enough at anything.) . . . bla bla bla. . . .Christian mystics and ecstatic Islamic
saints eventually observed that Love (yes, Love) is the true nature of reality, and that Love can



be focused as an actual, objective, living force as tangible as gravity. And if we get really good at
falling in Love we can trigger within ourselves the big cosmic awakening that Christ and all the
saints and Holy people have been talking about for thousands of years . . . bla bla bla. . . .Abra-
melin the Mage tried to explain it all by revealing that each of us is possessed with a personal
god that he called the Holy Guardian Angel which is really the embodiment of the Love force . . .
bla bla bla. . . .Alchemy . . . bla bla bla. . . .Have you heard of the Rosicrucians? Well, they were
like alchemists but with an agenda! Nobody knows who they really were . . . or even if they ever
really existed, but I guess it doesn't matter because they wrapped up some of the coolest ideas
of Greek hermeticism along with mystic Christianity and by doing so accidentally triggered the
Protestant Reformation . . . bla bla bla. . . .Freemasonry loved all this qabalistic, alchemical and
hermetic stuff because it could be rationally and intellectually approached, so they tried to wake
up everybody by asking smart folks to look at all everything in life, including politics, from logical
and scientific point of view. Soon everyone was realizing how silly and superstitious is was for
people to believe that kings and queens were any better than they were, and that it was stupid
that nations kept having wars with each other. So, the Freemasons institutionalized everything
under the banner of the “Universal Brotherhood of Man.” Well, that triggered the “Enlightenment”
and inadvertently started the French and American Revolutions . . . bla bla bla. . . .Oh my God!
did I mention the Knights Templar? Now there's a story! . . . bla bla bla. . . .Elphas Levi said all
this stuff should rightly be called “Magic!” Oh! and, by the way tarot cards are the flash cards of
Qabalah and Alchemy and are connected with the Greeks and the Jews and the Knights
Templar and the Rosicrucians and the Masons . . . bla bla bla. . . .MacGregor Mathers . . . bla bla
bla. . . .Golden Dawn . . . bla bla bla. . . .Aleister Crowley—they called him a Satanist but if he was 
a Satanist he was a good kind of Satanist!I hope you're following this. Oh look! We're landing!
Magick is an art form, and would-be magicians (like all would-be artists) either initially resonate
to the styles and forms of the art or they don't. You are either touched and fascinated by
Magick's mysteries or you're not. If you are so touched, then it doesn't matter what end of the
Magick pool you dive into, it's going to be the deep end. No matter where or how you start your
journey, that is where you begin.Today we are blessed (and cursed) with the internet, and with
the opportunity to have at our fingertips the collective knowledge of the ages. Technical and
philosophical questions that only a few short years ago could have only been answered by
visiting a library and combing stacks of books (many needing to be translated), or by enrolling in
post-graduate university courses, can now be researched and answered in seconds while sitting
in your underwear at home.It's true. We have the “Knowledge of the Ages” at our fingertips. But
unless we can digest and apply that knowledge for our own enlightenment we have not earned
the “Wisdom of the Ages.” Wisdom is what occult studies are about, and Wisdom doesn't come
from reading. Wisdom comes only as the by-product of self-realization and self-transformation,
and that's what magick is about.The occult revival of the late nineteenth century was a
watershed for all who resonate with the art of magick. Ignited in part in 1875 by the foundation of
the Theosophical Society and the works of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky and others, the English-



speaking world was introduced to the sublime subtleties of Buddhism, Hinduism, and yoga.
Health movements and metaphysical new-thought mutations of Christianity gave progressive
adherents permission to think outside the orthodox box. German, French, Russian, and English
“Rosicrucian” societies scoured ancient libraries for medieval grimoires, alchemical and
qabalistic texts, and fragments of magical and Hermetic manuscripts written in Greek, and
Hebrew and Latin.In 1888, The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn was formed, and (primarily
through the efforts of its visionary chief adept, Samuel MacGregor Mathers), ingeniously
churned the cream of two-thousand years of esoteric systems and practices, into rich magick
butter—a Masonic-style, degree-structured initiatory society—breathtakingly Egyptian in motif,
and patently qabalistic in structure. For a few short years, the Golden Dawn served as a “one-
stop-shopping center” of magick, and (for English-speaking aspirants) it was the only game in
town.Unfortunately, it was a secret game. The players were bound by terrifying oaths never to
reveal the details of the instruction, practices, ceremonies, or the names of other members.
Predictably, human frailties, infighting and, schism brought an awkward and early end to the
Golden Dawn in the first years of the twentieth-century. Various “continuations” of the original
organization including the Stella Matutina (a very active Golden Dawn hybrid that served as
young Israel Regardie's “Golden Dawn.”) continued to operate sporadically with varying degrees
of success. But the secret rituals and knowledge lectures were soon published, and the golden-
years of the Golden Dawn would never return to their former glories.By 1932, when young Israel
Regardie penned The Tree of Life: a Study in Magic, the occult world had clearly entered the
post-Golden Dawn age. The pioneer generation had (with few notable exceptions) disappeared
completely or retrenched. Those brave young souls who were about to become the next wave of
magicians were (like the curious person sitting next to me on the airplane) not armed with
adequate background information necessary for them to make an informed decision about
magick. Regardie saw the need for a fundamental, yet comprehensive summary of the world of
practical magick as it was understood practiced in the twentieth century, and he took it upon
himself to create it. I, for one, am glad he did, because in 1972 when I first read The Tree of Life,
I was a naïve dilettante, poorly-armed with bits and pieces of tantalizing magical lore and not
having a clue as to what the big picture was.I had never heard of Regardie, and I bought the
book simply because I was looking for some information about the diagram called the “Tree of
Life” to supplement my preliminary dabbles with hermetic qabalah. Instead I found myself face-
to-face with a mini liberal arts education in the histories, theories, and practices of 2,000 years of
magical systems and techniques (complete with rare translations and key excerpts from classic
documents).The reader may be a bit put off (as I was) by Regardie's writing style and what
appears to be his transparent attempts at sounding overly mature, occult and recondite.
Sometimes it just sounds like he's trying to impress us with his brilliant vocabulary. My
suspicions were confirmed that this was his intention: At our first meeting in 1976 I happened to
mention how hard it was for me to wade through parts of The Tree of Life. He laughed and rolled
his eyes and confessed,“Oh, dear God! I was a boy! And wished to prove I was every bit as



loquacious as Old Crow.”3Overly loquacious or not, The Tree of Life stands as a founding
document of modern magick that will continue to open the door to Magick for generations to
follow.1 Written for Israel Regardie, The Tree of Life: A Study in Magic, Scottsdale, Arizona: New
Falcon Publications, 2017.2 “Magic(k)” being a modern convention to distinguish the spiritual art
form from stage “magic” or prestidigitation.3 i.e. Aleister Crowley.The Legend of Aleister
CrowleyA Study of the FactsFOREWORD FOR THE 2016 EDITION1Look! It doesn't matter if
Crowley was a Satanist, he was a good kind of Satanist, and you'll just love him! Trust me.—
ROBERT (MAD BOB) PATTONYou've probably heard things about Aleister Crowley (1875–
1947). Perhaps you've heard monstrous things—hideous things—terrifying things—disgusting
and ghastly things. On the other hand, you might have heard wonderful things—funny things—
astonishing things—inspiring things—even supernatural and sacred things? Anyone who thinks
they know something about Crowley will most likely voice a very strong opinion either
unfavorable or favorable.Detractors are quick to vilify him as the Devil himself—insane,
perverse, and evil; while his admirers lionize him as a genius; an enlightened holy man; a saint; a
Buddha; Prophet of a New Aeon. It's been nearly seventy years since Edward Alexander
(Aleister) Crowley drew his last breath, and opinions about him remain as passionately polarized
as they were in 1930 when The Legend of Aleister Crowley was first published.As you will learn
in Dr. Regardie's fine introductory words (penned in 1969), this slim little volume was originally
written and compiled by Crowley's friend and publisher, P.R. Stephensen, to serve as a
testament to (and showcase sampler of) Crowley's extraordinary talents and contributions to the
world of English literature and philosophy. The book was also an undisguised attempt to mount a
rational defense of Crowley's character and reputation that had been mercilessly and irrationally
attacked by the press since the turn of the century. Stephensen's efforts to redeem Crowley,
however, would not be immediately or universally successful. It saddens me to say that today,
eighty-five years after its initial publication, the world needs to read this book more than ever.The
Legend of Aleister Crowley was my first real introduction to the personality and works of Aleister
Crowley. I first read it at a pivotal season in my own life, shortly after our son was born in 1972. To
say it was a watershed moment in my life would be a monumental understatement. I would go on
to spend the better part of the next forty years of my life studying Crowley; digesting his writings;
meeting and learning from people who had known him when he was alive; practicing his magical
and meditation techniques, and attempting to live the philosophy of life he so passionately
espoused. However, my first few stumbling encounters with the works of the man who called
himself the Beast 666 were awkward and comically terrifying.I was a 24-year old failed yogi and
fledgling western mystic poseur working my way through the monographs of the Rosicrucian
Order, AMORC2, the Traditional Martinist Order3, and the Builders of the Adytum4. I fancied
myself a bit of a heretic and spiritual rebel, but I certainly wanted nothing to do with anything that
smacked of black magick or Satanism5.Everything I had read about Aleister Crowley up to that
point was bad. My occult dictionary listed him as a black magician who ate human flesh and
sacrificed 120 babies one year. My blue-haired Rosicrucian elders told me he was the devil



himself. My fellow Martinists cautioned me not to even utter his name. My tarot-loving friends in
the BOTA warned me that his teachings were sexually perverse, and that he advocated
performing grotesque and unnatural sexual acts on tarot cards. But, for some curious reason,
the more my mystical colleagues tried to dissuade me, the more fascinated I became. Who was
this guy?As I have written elsewhere, I bought a deck of his Thoth Tarot cards . . . then,
hysterically gave them away . . . then, took them back after talking with Mad Bob, our family
friend (and spiritual mentor) who soundly upbraided me for my display of spiritual
cowardice.“Crowley was cool. He was a genius and a holy man. If you're really serious about
mastering magick and the Hermetic arts you're going to have to dig deep into what this guy's
about.”“But everyone says he was a Satanist. Was he a Satanist?” I asked Bob.“No. He wasn't a
Satanist!” Then he paused. “Well, Yes. I guess you could say he was.” Then he disagreed with
himself once more. “No . . . not really!” Finally he said, “Look! It doesn't matter if Crowley was a
Satanist, he was a good kind of Satanist, and you'll just love him! Trust me.”6I took Bob at his
word, and soon after our curious conversation I had the opportunity to read Crowley's The Book
of Thoth, the work that was written late in his life to accompany the Thoth Tarot cards. I felt like a
grammar-school student trying to read post-graduate papers on magick, philosophy, alchemy,
qabalah, astrology, and comparative religion. Even though I understood only a fraction of a
fraction of what I read, I found Crowley to be brilliant, funny, and someone who had obviously
mastered the spiritual arts of which he wrote so passionately. Furthermore it became
breathtakingly evident to that Crowley had actually achieved the expanded levels of
consciousness his magical practices and meditations are designed to trigger.Crowley was the
real deal, I thought. And if that means he was a Satanist, then he was a good kind of Satanist . . .
and I just loved him!The Book of Thoth, and the Thoth Tarot cards however, provided precious
little information about who Crowley was; what his background was; why he was so admired and
hated. I wanted to know more. At the time, books by and about Crowley were very rare if they
existed at all. One afternoon in a Laguna Beach bookstore a beautiful black cat named Catalina
guided me to an odd little book that would provide me a clearer picture of Crowley the man, the
poet, and the philosopher.“Any books by Aleister Crowley?”7 I asked the owner. . . .She looked at
me as if I asked her for a book about baby torture, and answered that she didn't think she had
any Crowley but pointed to the cat sleeping serenely on the second shelf of the bookcase in the
adjacent room. “If I have anything it will be in the shelf behind Catalina . . . that is, if you can get
her to move.”Sure enough, peeking just behind the somewhat obese feline was what appeared
to be a damaged paperbound edition of The Legend of Aleister Crowley. It didn't look at all
impressive or scary. In fact it looked rather shoddily produced—the cover almost bare of
adornment or color with only a simple graphic of eye in a triangle and the words:I have to
confess the titillating language of the crudely-printed blurbs on the cover intrigued me no end. I
stroked Catalina and thanked her, then immediately purchased the book from the shocked
proprietor and rushed home to read it.I was especially impressed with the Introduction by Israel
Regardie (1907–1985). I recognized the name because I had already read his classic text, The



Tree of Life8 as part of my self-guided efforts to learn the qabalah. He had been Crowley's
secretary in the late 1920s and lived and with him in France and Germany during an especially
colorful period in Crowley's life.Regardie was just a couple years older than my own father and
so in my eyes represented a generational link between Crowley and me. His frank,
contemporary writing style was pleasantly palatable and served to lift the verbose, intimidating,
larger-than-life Crowley out of the fog of superstitious mythology and place him in the clear
objective light of psychology and philosophy. Knowing that this respected and august author
thought so highly of Crowley was very reassuring, and the fact he put his seal of approval on this
little book profoundly elevated its importance in my estimation.The signature line of Regardie's
Introduction revealed that he lived in Studio City, California a little over fifty miles from Costa
Mesa where I lived. Suddenly the vaporous fancies of magical history and legend crystalized
into the objective space-time coordinates of my own backyard. “Perhaps I could actually meet
this guy someday.” I thought. (Indeed, the gods soon conspired to make this fantasy a reality. In
less than two years I found myself sitting in Regardie's living room in Study City sipping
champagne cocktails and discussing magick and Aleister Crowley with my magical neighbor-
hero. Regardie and I remained friends until his death in 1985.)I don't have to remind the reader
that 1972 was a long time ago, and the world has changed dramatically in the last thirty-five
years. Crowley's reputation, if not totally redeemed, has undergone a fairer, more balanced
evaluation in the court of public opinion (at least among the educated and well-informed). Books
by Crowley and about Crowley are abundant and readily available around the world and in many
languages. His teachings and occult organizations flourish worldwide, and his contributions to
modern art, literature, and philosophy are increasingly acknowledged and recognized.In 2002
the BBC aired a television documentary, “Great Britons,” based on a poll the network conducted
to learn who the British people considered the top one hundred “greatest British people in
history.” There, in 73rd place (nestled comfortably between King Henry V (of Shakespeare fame)
and Robert the Bruce (of Mel Gibson's Braveheart fame), was occultist, ceremonial magician,
poet, painter, novelist and mountaineer—Aleister Crowley.I will close these introductory words
by heartily encouraging the reader to make the effort if he or she wishes to learn more about
Crowley. For me, my labor these last forty years has been well repaid, and my life, my
consciousness, and (I dare say . . . my spiritual happiness) has been enriched by the life, the
teachings, the magick, and the extraordinary legend of Aleister Crowley. I encourage anyone
wishing a more thorough and scholarly comment on The Legend of Aleister Crowley . . . to also
obtain and read Mr. Stephen King's excellent 2007 edition published by Helios Books; and to
also avail themselves of Israel Regardie's own biography of Crowley, The Eye in the Triangle.9
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D Galaudet, “Always a great read. Lon DuQuette is one of my favorite writers. He is engaging,
insightful, honest, and never takes himself too seriously. He has a unique ability to speak to both
the novice and advanced students without leaving either wanting or feeling misplaced. Maybe a
better way to say this is that DuQuette takes very complex ideas and makes them real without
dumbing down the essence of abstract ideas. Allow Me to Introduce is a showcase of wisdom
and understanding of all things occult and I have read most of it in a single sitting. I think you'll
love it.”

S.M., “A true proper introduction to the Occult & Magick. I could not put this book down! I feel
that whether you’re a newbie or an advanced degree Thelemite, this book has something for
both. It quite simply lays out every subject of the occult that is in particular needed for Thelema.
There is sooooo much to learn and this book just gives you tiny bits at a time with suggestion on
bigger books should you want to devour that specific subject. I haven’t seen a book before that
has all resources needed to begin your journey down this path. Lon writes everything accessible
to any level of reader. I highly recommend this book but also any book by Lon!”

Sterling Price, “This is a collection of introductions to other books. Prior to procuring this piece, I
hadn't done the research and clicked "buy." This isn't really an introduction to the occult, instead
it is a compellation of other introductions to other books. The intent for the book is unclear, as
many of the "introductions" don't explain the actual content of the books, instead seeming to be
the author basically recommending his own books in the introduction to another author's work.
That said, a few of these books were bought thanks to this piece, though it was not what I'd
intended to read in the first place. An actual guide or introduction to various occult practices by
the author would be greatly appreciated, as all the other books I've read by him were wonderful.”

korros, “A book to savor. I have a pretty high set of standards when it comes to occult books, and
the writings of Lon Du Quette never fail to force the bar even higher. The book is no exception.
It's the blend of information and entertainment delivered in a humorous and charming way that
are uniquely him that makes it such a treat to read slowly and luxuriously.”

Chandira, “Great Reading. Another great read from Lon DuQuette!! I loved this one, a page
turner and a great primer for other works. Lon is a great storyteller, and these intros are
wonderful little stories from him.  A lovely read!”

Mark Andre, “The writings of a esoteric master!. I'm a big fan of Lon Milo's esoteric writings,
anything this man puts out is going to be high quality material. He's the closest thing to a living
Manly P. Hall that we have in the world today, I encourage everybody to get this book to enhance
their occult knowledge base.”



Steven Peter, “A true labor of Love!. I received my copy of 'Allow me to Introduce' a few days ago
and haven't been able to put it down. A fantastic book for anyone interested in Magick whether
Neophyte of Adept. Thanks for another banger Lon!”

The book by Lon Milo DuQuette has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 115 people have provided feedback.

1 I had been waiting alone in the lobby of the studio while my friend auditioned. Suddenly, John
Marley, the famed character actor, stuck his head out of a studio door and shouted, “Next!”
“What the hell?” I thought and followed him into the bowels of the studio and he introduced me to
another great character actor, Gerald S. O'Loughlin, who sat me down and asked me in his best
tough New York police detective voice, “So! Why do you wanna be an actah?” “I don't want to be
an actor.” I said. “I just want to be truthful in living my own drama.” I guess that was just the kind of
answer a method acting school was looking for. I was accepted without having to audition. 2
Christopher S. Hyatt, PhD, Secrets of Western Tantra. Scottsdale, Arizona: New Falcon
Publications, 1989.
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